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ChAC and ChAC-SC

- The ChAC is the voice of the chapters to the Internet Society President & CEO and Board of Trustees: bring locally informed advice and recommendations that concern the chapters and their members.

- Local to global approach: it brings together representatives –one (1) representative per chapter– from Internet Society chapters around the world.

- The ChAC-SC is a group of nine (9) geographically diverse members annually elected from among the ChAC representatives to work on the topics brought forward by the chapters.

- The ChAC-SC also interacts with ISOC staff on topics requiring its advice and collaboration.
2021 ChAC-SC Members

Pierre-Jean Darres
Québec Chapter
North America Chair

Wadzanai Ndlovu
Zimbabwe Chapter
Africa Vice-Chair

Satish Babu
Trivandrum Chapter
Asia Pacific Secretary

Roberto Zambrana
Bolivia Chapter
Latin America & Caribbean

Nabil Bukhalid
Lebanon Chapter
Middle East

Jordi Domingo
Catalonia Chapter
Europe

Adebunmi Akinbo
Nigeria Chapter
Non-geographical

German Fajardo
Colombia Chapter
Non-geographical

Anna Amoombo
Namibia Chapter
Non-geographical
ChAC-SC and Advice development

Chapter Community

Issues identified by the Chapter Community

ChAC-SC designates an ad-hoc group to study the issue and develop advice if needed

Full ChAC

Full ChAC-SC is consulted about the advice being developed. Once advice is final a consensus process starts. If one objection is received then a vote follows.
On-going work

• Rules and Procedures **Amended**
  • Facilitate work of the SC and align on Charter amendment

• Multiple Chapters per country
  • Shall not be in competition with existing chapters

• Opt-in/Opt-out - communications with members
  • Data privacy policy & Data sharing agreement with chapters

• Community communications
  • Simplify communications with chapters & mailing lists management/consistency

• Access to funds for Chapters
  • Specific regional access problems

• ChAC mobilization and involvement

• 2022 ChAC-SC elections underway
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